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This book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Mustafa Organization throughout the world
in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Mustafa
Organization is a registered Organization that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of
volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes your involvement and support. Its objectives
are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and the Shi`a School
of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted
by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. Organization's purpose is to facilitate the dissemination
of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to locations where such resources are not commonly or
easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought!
This compelling and timely book explores the relationship between classical Islamic theology and the
contemporary radicalization of Islam.
AN INDEPENDENT BEST BOOKS ON RELIGION 2014 PICK Few things provoke controversy in the
modern world like the religion brought by Prophet Muhammad. Modern media are replete with alarm over
jihad, underage marriage and the threat of amputation or stoning under Shariah law. Sometimes rumor,
sometimes based on fact and often misunderstood, the tenets of Islamic law and dogma were not set in the
religion’s founding moments. They were developed, like in other world religions, over centuries by the
clerical class of Muslim scholars. Misquoting Muhammad takes the reader back in time through Islamic
civilization and traces how and why such controversies developed, offering an inside view into how key and
controversial aspects of Islam took shape. From the protests of the Arab Spring to Istanbul at the fall of the
Ottoman Empire, and from the ochre red walls of Delhi’s great mosques to the trade routes of the Indian
Ocean world, Misquoting Muhammad lays out how Muslim intellectuals have sought to balance reason and
revelation, weigh science and religion, and negotiate the eternal truths of scripture amid shifting values.
Salafism has received scrutiny as the one of the main ideological sources for extremist violence perpetrated
by jihadi groups. There is a significant corpus of literature discussing transnational jihadi networks,
especially after the 9/11 attacks in the United States. These discussions include the radicalization of Salafi
thought by jihadi theoreticians and 'ulama. However, Salafism is not monolithic. It contains numerous
streams, and an examination of these streams is crucial to understanding its influence on Muslim societies.
Besides Salafi jihadisthose who sanction violencethere are two other broad trends in Salafism: quietist and
activist. Quietist Salafis endorse an apolitical tradition and find political activism in any form unacceptable.
Activist Salafis advocate peaceful political change. Each stream is led by 'ulama, seen as the preservers of
Salafi traditions. The quietist and activist 'ulama are active participants in their communities. Studies of such
clerics have tended to be country-specific, focusing on the influence and nature of Salafism and its
dynamics in those countries. In Rethinking Salafism Raihan Ismail assesses the origins, interactions, and
dynamics of the transnational networks of Salafi 'ulama in the region comprising Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and
Kuwait, showing how quietist and activist 'ulama work across borders to preserve and promote what they see
as "authentic" Salafism while taking domestic circumstances of the 'ulama into consideration. The book
offers a reassessment of the quietist/activist dichotomy, arguing that this dichotomy does not apply to such
aspects of Salafi thought as attitudes towards the Shi'a and social matters in Muslim societies.
The Biography of Great Muhaddith Sheikh Muhammad Nāsiruddin Al-Albāni
Taken for Wonder
The Life of Prophet Muhammad ( ) ةيوبنلا ةريسلا
The Essential Pearls & Gems of Ibn Taymiyyah
(may Allah's Mercy be Upon Him)
The Etiquettes of Marriage in the Pure Tradition of the Prophet
Rethinking Salafism

In this series, Maulana Wahiduddin Khan has presented the fundamental
teachings of Islam in a simple way.
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This book deals with sickness, which continues to afflict human beings from birth
until death. Sickness strikes as light as a simple cold or allergy, and as hard as a
plague or cancer. It keeps the human being under check, reminding him of his
weakness and giving him a chance to turn to the One who possesses to afflict
and cure. This book deals with sickness, its regulations, and lessons associated
with it.
Downshifting. Downsizing. Seachange. These trends are emerging as the issues
of the new millennium. As a society we are now challenging the 24/7 drive to
pursue wealth and so-called success.Daniel Petre is the one author on this
subject who can claim to walk the talk. One of Australia’s most successful
technology and media executives, Daniel is also the author of 'Father Time',
founder of the father’s canteen roster at his daughter’s school and one of the
country’s major philanthropists. This is the handbook to help you live the life you
want – now and forever. 'What Matters' has arrived.
"First published in 2005, Understanding Jihad unraveled the tangled historical,
intellectual, and political meanings of jihad within the context of Islamic life. In this
revised and expanded second edition, author David Cook has included new
material in light of pivotal events over of the past ten years, such as the
revolutionizing events of the Arab Spring, the death of Osama bin Laden, and the
rise of new Islamic factions such as ISIL. Jihad is one of the most loaded and
misunderstood terms in the news today. Contrary to popular understanding, the
term does not mean "holy war." This judiciously balanced, accessibly written, and
highly relevant book looks closely at a range of sources from sacred Islamic texts
to modern interpretations of the term, opening a critically important perspective
on the role of Islam in the contemporary world. As David Cook traces the
practical and theoretical meanings of jihad, he cites from scriptural, legal, and
newly translated texts to give readers a taste of the often ambiguous information
that is used to construct Islamic doctrine. He looks closely at the life and teaching
of the Prophet Muhammad and at the ramifications of the great Islamic conquests
in 634 to 732 A.D. He sheds light on legal developments relevant to fighting and
warfare, and places the internal, spiritual jihad within the larger context of Islamic
religion. He describes some of the conflicts that occur in radical groups and
shows how the more mainstream supporters of these groups have come to
understand and justify violence. He has also included a special appendix of
relevant documents including materials related to the September 11 attacks and
published manifestos issued by Osama bin Laden and Palestinian suicidemartyrs"--Provided by publisher.
Awakening Islam
My First Quran Storybook (Goodword)
The Transnational Networks of Salafi 'Ulama in Egypt, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia
Towards Understanding of Tadmuriyyah
Atlas of Diagnostic and Predictive Histopathology
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Salafism in Jordan
While Syria has been dominated since the 1960s by a determinedly secular
regime, the 2011 uprising has raised many questions about the role of Islam in the
country's politics. This book demonstrates that with the eradication of the Muslim
Brothers after the failed insurrection of 1982, Sunni men of religion became the
only voice of the Islamic trend in the country. Through educational programs,
charitable foundations and their deft handling of tribal and merchant networks,
they took advantage of popular disaffection with secular ideologies to increase
their influence over society. In recent years, with the Islamic resurgence, the Alawidominated Ba'thist regime was compelled to bring the clergy into the political fold.
This relationship was exposed in 2011 by the division of the Sunni clergy between
regime supporters, bystanders and opponents. This book affords a new
perspective on Syrian society as it stands at the crossroads of political and social
fragmentation.
With unprecedented access to a closed culture, Lacroix offers an account of
Islamism in Saudi Arabia. Tracing the last half-century of the Sahwa, or “Islamic
Awakening,” he explains the brand of Islam that gave birth to Osama bin
Laden—one that has been exported, and dangerously misunderstood, around the
world.
Nasir al-Din Tusi, the renowned Shi'i scholar of the 13th century, produced a
range of writings in different fields of learning under Ismaili patronage and later
under the Mongols. This is a new English translation of his Rawda-yi taslim - the
single most important Ismaili text from the Alamut period. Here the Persian and
English texts are published together for the first time to produce a work of
enormous value to students of Islamic theology and philosophy. The book
contains an introduction by Professor Hermann Landolt and philosophical
commentary by Professor Christian Jambet, who has produced a French
translation of this text.
It is very important for anyone who wants to spread the message of Islam to study
the life of the Prophet (blessings and peace of Allah be upon him) and discover
how he undertook the mission of da'wah, or calling to Islam. This book is a
blueprint for da'wah. From studying his biography we learn the lessons of patience
and perseverance in the face of adversity and opposition, and the readiness to
sacrifice everything for the cause of Islam. In this book, Dr. as-Sibâ'ie shows us
how the Prophet's approach was gentle yet determined and clear-cut, with no
compromise on basic issues. The author takes the most important events of the
Messenger's life, summarizes them in order to offer a brief overview, then outlines
the lessons that we learn from these events. This is an excellent introduction both
to the principles of da'wah and to the seerah, the study of the life of the Prophet
(blessings and peace be upon him). It should be on the bookshelf of every Muslim
who wants to call others to Allah.
The Making of a Salafi Muslim Woman
The Meccan Rebellion
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Collection of Hadith on Marriage and Wedding Etiquettes
Its Types and Its Rulings
Scholarly Authority in Modern Islam
The Making of Salafism
On Taqlid
Arguably more than any other region, the area known as Eastern
Europe has been defined by its location on the map. Yet its inhabitants,
from statesmen to literati and from cultural-economic elites to the
poorest emigrants, have consistently forged or fathomed links to
distant lands, populations, and intellectual traditions. Through a series
of inventive cultural and historical explorations, Eastern Europe
Unmapped dispenses with scholars’ long-time preoccupation with
national and regional borders, instead raising provocative questions
about the area’s non-contiguous—and frequently global or
extraterritorial—entanglements.
Here for young readers and listeners, are all the best treasured stories
of the Quran in one beautifully illustrated volume. The stirring and
dramatic stories of the great prophets, peoples and nations are
unfolded as a family saga, one event leading naturally to the next. All
these features in one great book: * 42 easy to read Quran stories. * A
moral value with each story. * Simple language. * Vivid and charming
illustrations. * A Quran reference for each story at the end of the book.
Designed for use at home or at school, this book makes the message of
the Quran more meaningful for children. It's the perfect way to begin
your child's lifetime adventure of personal Quran reading! Especially
chosen for the very young, these stories act as a foundaton on which
to build a growing knowledge of the Quran.
Provides a detailed reconstruction of the heated debates between
Salafis and Traditionalist over the contested role of Islamic scholarly
authority.
The Tadmuriyyah is a treatise written by Ibn Taymiyyah. The famous
scholar of Islam, who strives always against the Bid'ah (innovation)
until the end of his life, yet he did not stop his journey to the truth. So
it is not strange that he said "What could my enemies possibly do to
me? My paradise is in my heart; wherever I go it goes with me,
inseparable from me. For me, prison is a place of (religious) retreat;
execution is my opportunity for martyrdom; and exile from my town is
but a chance to travel." He has many books written in different fields of
knowledge. This treatise discussed the Aqeedah; which included names
and its attributes of Allah (¿); Shari'ah and Al-Qadar, which considers
the vital part of Islamic religion. It is also one of the most important
books use in Salafi to shape the Aqeedah. This treatise is about some
answers related to Aqeedah given to the students of Tadmur. Here Ibn
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Taymiyyah indicates that it is obligatory for the seeker of Tawhid to
firm believe on whatever Allah says about Himself and to deny
whatever Allah denies about Himself; the duty of 'Ibad towards
command is to obey, towards prohibition is to avoid, after that he
should seek forgiveness from Allah(¿).This treatise has many
explanations but Taqrib Tadmuriyyah is considered as one of the best
among these explanations; given by Shaykh al-Uthaymeen.
The Prophet's Prayer As Though You See It
[Original Full Version]
The Story of Juhayman Al-'Utaybi Revisited
From the Book Adaab-uz-zufaaf
Transmission and dissemination in Western Europe
Sickness
Beyond Borders and Peripheries
The Salafi Da'wah: its aims and stance towards its opposers is a
collection of questions and answers by Shaykh Muhammad
Nāsir-ud-Dīn al-Albāni compiled by his student 'Iṣām Mūsā
Hādī. Shaykh Al Albani answers a series of questions pertaining
to the aims and objectives of the Salafi Da'wah, islamic groups,
the Madhhabs, current issues, takfir (declaring another Muslim
as a non-believer) and other relevant issues. Shaykh Al Albani
was well known to be at the fore front of the call to adopt the
methodology of the early generations of Islam as the path
towards salvation.
Abdul-Rahman Mustafa offers a deft new translation of a large
extract from the book I'lam al Muwaqqi'in 'An Rabb al 'Alamin,
by the thirteenth-century Islamic scholar, Ibn Qayyim al
Jawziyya. The I'lam comprises an extensive discussion of the
subject of taqlid, or legal imitation. It is one of the most
comprehensive treatments of Islamic legal theory and even
today serves as a manual for mujtahids and muftis. In the
portion of the I'lam Mustafa has translated, Ibn Qayyim
introduces the nature of taqlid and divides it into several
categories. He then provides an account of a debate between a
critic of the view that taqlid of a particular school or a scholar
is a religious duty and this critic's interlocutor. Among the
topics discussed are the different kinds of taqlid, the
differences between taqlid and ittibi', the infallibility of
religious scholars, the grounds on which one legal opinion
might be preferred over another, and whether or not laymen
can be expected to perform ijtihad. Ibn Qayyim's legal theory is
a formidable reformulation of traditionalist Hanbalism, a legaltheological tradition that has always maintained a distinctive
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character in Islamic history and that is now growing more
influential due to modern interest in the Wahhabi movement
and in Ibn Taymiyya, whose legal and theological thought was
edited and refined by his student, Ibn Qayyim. In his
introduction to the translation, Mustafa critically reviews the
scholarship on taqlid and outlines Ibn Qayyim's legal theory
and the importance of taqlid within it. Taqlid continues to
generate controversy amongst educated Muslims and
particularly academics, as Salafi interpretations of Islam, which
are generally 'anti-taqlid,' come into conflict with the generally
'pro-taqlid' stance of traditional schools such as the Hanafis.
Mustafa's translation of a classic account of Islamic legal
theory and strong critique of the dominant legal culture are
timely contributions to an increasingly heated debate.
Since the events of 9/11, Salafism in the Middle East has often
been perceived as fixed, rigid and even violent, but this
assumption overlooks the quietist ideology that characterises
many Salafi movements. Through an exploration of Salafism in
Jordan, Joas Wagemakers presents the diversity among quietist
Salafis on a range of ideological and political issues,
particularly their relationship with the state. He expounds a
detailed analysis of Salafism as a whole, whilst also showing
how and why quietist Salafism in Jordan - through ideological
tendencies, foreign developments, internal conflicts, regime
involvement, theological challenges and regional turmoil transformed from an independent movement into a politically
domesticated one. Essential for graduate students and
academic researchers interested in Middle Eastern politics and
Salafism, this major contribution to the study of Salafism
debunks stereotypes and offers insight into the development of
a trend that still remains a mystery to many.
Some Islamic scholars hold that Salafism is an innovative and
rationalist effort at Islamic reform that emerged in the late
nineteenth century but gradually disappeared in the mid
twentieth. Others argue Salafism is an anti-innovative and
antirationalist movement of Islamic purism that dates back to
the medieval period yet persists today. Though they contradict
each other, both narratives are considered authoritative,
making it hard for outsiders to grasp the history of the ideology
and its core beliefs. Introducing a third, empirically based
genealogy, The Making of Salafism understands the concept as
a recent phenomenon projected back onto the past, and it sees
its purist evolution as a direct result of decolonization. Henri
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Lauzière builds his history on the transnational networks of
Taqi al-Din al-Hilali (1894–1987), a Moroccan Salafi who, with
his associates, participated in the development of Salafism as
both a term and a movement. Traveling from Rabat to Mecca,
from Calcutta to Berlin, al-Hilali interacted with high-profile
Salafi scholars and activists who eventually abandoned Islamic
modernism in favor of a more purist approach to Islam. Today,
Salafis tend to claim a monopoly on religious truth and freely
confront other Muslims on theological and legal issues.
Lauzière's pathbreaking history recognizes the social forces
behind this purist turn, uncovering the popular origins of what
has become a global phenomenon.
Salafism and Traditionalism
Political Islam in a Quietist Community
Producing Islamic Knowledge
Religion and State in Syria
Antichrist (Maseeh Dajjaal) and Descending of Jesus
Radical Islam and the Revival of Medieval Theology
Awsaf Al Ashraf the Attributes of the Noble
The spread of Salafism - often called "Wahhabism" - in the West has intrigued and
alarmed observers since 9/11. Many see it as a fundamentalist interpretation of
Islam that subjugates women and fuels Jihadist extremism. According to this
view, Salafi women are the unwilling victims of apatriarchal, fanatical version of
Islam. Yet, in Britain, growing numbers of educated women - often converts or
from less conservative Muslim backgrounds - are actively choosing to embrace
Salafism's literalist beliefs and strict guidelines, including full veiling, wifely
obedience, and seclusionfrom non-related men. How do these young women
reconcile these demands with their desire for fulfilling careers, university degrees
and suitable husbands? How do their beliefs affect their love lives and other
relationships? And why do they become Salafis in the first place?Anabel Inge has
gained unprecedented access to Salafi women's groups in the UK to provide the
first in-depth and vivid account of their lives. Drawing on more than two years of
ethnographic fieldwork and interviews in London, she probes the reasons for
Salafism's appeal among young Somalis,Afro-Caribbean converts, and women
from other backgrounds. She also reveals how the women's lives are fraught with
personal dilemmas. This ground-breaking, lucid, and richly detailed contribution
will be of interest to policy-makers, journalists, scholars, and general readers.
The Ideal Muslimah This an incredibly sane book, which can help a woman (who is
truly female), keep her head on straight and not get lost in a very dangerous
game where she only stands to lose. Satan will try to convince women that they
have the right to challenge the boundaries of their existence. This book more
than anything can help a woman became a decent, loving, compassionate and
honest person, which is a huge challenge for most people. This is an excellent
book to not only have as a reference book, but to read many times. The book
covers everything from the relationship to Allah (God), hospitality to Marriage
and family.
Based on new information gathered from extensive fieldwork in Saudi Arabia and
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elsewhere, this account sheds light on the story and legacy of Juhayman
al-‘Utaybi, the militant who led the 1979 takeover of Islam’s holiest site: the
Grand Mosque in Mecca. Detailing the events that would set in motion numerous
attacks on the U.S. embassy in Pakistan and Shia uprisings in oil-rich areas of
Saudi Arabia, this record offers insight into the religious inspiration behind the
rebel leader’s message and acknowledges many unanswered questions: Who
were the rebels and what did they want? Why and how did Juhayman’s group
come into existence? What was Juhayman al-‘Utaybi’s ideological legacy and how
have his writings influenced contemporary Islamist strains?
How do Muslims in Europe acquire discursive and practical knowledge of Islam?
How are conceptions of Islamic beliefs, values and practices transmitted and how
do they change? Who are the authorities on these issues that Muslims listen to?
How do new Muslim discourses emerge in response to the European context? This
book addresses the broader question of how Islamic knowledge (defined as what
Muslims hold to be correct Islamic beliefs and practices) is being produced and
reproduced in West European contexts by looking at specific settings, institutions
and religious authorities. Chapters examine in depth four key areas relating to
the production and reproduction of Islamic knowledge: authoritative answers in
response to explicit questions in the form of fatwas. the mosque and mosque
association as the setting of much formal and informal transmission of Islamic
knowledge. the role of Muslim intellectuals in articulating alternative Muslim
discourses. higher Islamic education in Europe and the training of imams and
other religious functionaries. Featuring contributions from leading sociologists
and anthropologists, the book presents the findings of empirical research in these
issues from a range of European countries such as France, Italy, the Netherlands
and Great Britain. As such it has a broad appeal, and will be of great interest to
students and scholars of Islamic studies, anthropology, sociology and religion.
Misquoting Muhammad
The Salah in the Light of the Prophet's Tradition
Islamic Reform in the Twentieth Century
The Sunni Ulama from Coup to Revolution
Selections from the Writings of Shaykh Al-Islam
Highlights and Lessons ( ) ربعو سورد
Regulations & Exhortations
Duas your children can recite at various times through the day, in simple rhyming text that
is easy on the ears. Islamic Children's Books on the Quran, the Hadith, and the Prophet
Muhammad, kids books games gifts activities puzzles on akhlaq Arabic learning and moral
values, stories of sahabah, bestselling children's books by Goodword to teach the glory of
Allah, islamic school books
'Taken for Wonder' focuses on 19th-century travelogues authored by Iranians in Europe
and argues for a methodological shift in the way scholars interpret travel writing.
The Nasirean Ethics is the best known ethical digest to be composed in medieval Persia, if
not in all mediaeval Islam. It appeared initially in 633/1235 when Tūsī was already a
celebrated scholar, scientist, politico-religious propagandist. The work has a special
significance as being composed by an outstanding figure at a crucial time in the history he
was himself helping to shape: some twenty years later Tūsī was to cross the greatest
psychological watershed in Islamic civilization, playing a leading part in the capture of
Baghdad and the extinction of the generally acknowledged Caliphate there. In this work
the author is primarily concerned with the criteria of human behaviour: first in terms of
space and priority allotted, at the individual level, secondly, at the economic level and
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thirdly at the political level.
The Biography of Great Muhaddith Sheikh Muhammad Nāsiruddin Al-Albāni(may Allah's
Mercy be Upon Him)TawassulIts Types and Its RulingsThe Salafi Da'wahIts Aims and
Stance Towards Its Opposers
The Nasirean Ethics (RLE Iran C)
The Paradise of Submission
What Matters
Ibn Al Qayyim's Critique of Authority in Islamic Law
Paths to Conversion
Hijab in Islam

Marriage holds a position of perpetual significance because of
the central role it plays in human life. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the scholars of Islam have discussed it
extensively through the ages. Under the contemporary influence
of non-Islamic cultures, however, misconceptions have crept into
various areas of Islam - spilling into marriage, divorce, and
other family-related matters. Viewing the needs of the Muslims
who live in non-Islamic environments, and realizing that most
Islamic writings on marriage are restricted in scope, we find
quite a large gap that needs to be filled for the benefit of the
English-speaking Muslims - which is what we attempt to
accomplish over the span of this 4-book set that covers various
aspects of marriage according to the authentic Sunnah. This book
covers the obligations of the two spouses, the wife's rights,
and the husband's rights. It contains biographies of the Mothers
of the Believers, paints very realistic pictures from the life
of the Prophet Mohammed with his wives and the interpretation of
the hadith of Umm Zar.
- Sahih wa Dha'if Jami' Saghir, authenticated works originally
compiled by al-Suyuti - Sahihs of Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i,
and Ibn Majah - Sahih wa Dhaeef Adabul Mufrad of al-Bukhari Mishkat al-Masabih, authenticated version of the original work.
It is not possible for us to perform the Salah (Prayer) as it
should be performed unless we know the detailed description of
the Prayers as shown by Prophet Muhammad (SAW), such as its
essentials, manners, forms, supplications, and remembrances.
However, detailed familiarity with these aspects of the Prayer
is difficult to be achieved by most people nowadays because of
their limiting themselves to a particular madhhab (school of
thought). In every madhhab, there are traditions and sunnahs
(Prophetic examples which are not found in other madhhabs and in
every madhhab there are sayings and actions which cannot be
authentically traced back to the Many books have been published
on the Salah (Prayer) of the Prophet but most are by later
scholars that cater for a particular madhhab (school of
thought). This famous work translated from the original Arabic
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Sifah Salah al-Nabi, brings to together as many features of the
Prophet's Prayer from the beginning to the end, so that Muslims
can fulfill the Prophet's command to "pray as you see me pray".
This work is the result of an extensive research by the author
on various traditions (hadiths) and their relevance, judged
according to the strict rules of the science of Hadith.
Tawassul
The Salafi Da'wah
The Challenge and Choices of Interpreting the Prophet's Legacy
Its Aims and Stance Towards Its Opposers
Understanding Jihad
Achieving the Work/Life Balance
English Translation of Sunan Ibn Mâjah
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